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ABSTRACT

The formation of hack holes in quantum cosmology scheme has been

discussed by means of calculating the wave function of the universe with

a balck. hole, which is described by a Schvarzschild-cle Sitter metric.

We showed that the average radius of the Schwarzschild black holes formed
6 2 3

in the process of the birth of the universe is about J, H /a , where

I - Planck length; A = 3H - cosmological constant; a - radius of

the universe when it enters into classical era.
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The Hartle-Hawking quantum cosmology scheme explains how the universe

came froa nothing. Using this jnethani the vav? functions of the universe
have presently been calculated in several different cases: a e»nf<Brmally

invariant Bcalar field ; a massive scalar field ; ̂ scalar field^ ,

Furthermore, the wave functions of Kaluza-Klein universe have also been

discussed

In this letter we want to discuss the primordial formation of black

holes, namely, the formation of black holes in the process of the birth

of the universe , In quantum cosmology this problem is equal to finding

the wave function of the universe with black holes. We consider here only

the case of the universe with a black hole, which is described by a

Schwarzsehild-de Sitter metric. This means that we need to obtain the

wave function of the universe in the minisuperspace of Schwarzschild-de

Sitter metric.

The difficulty in this case is that the static form of the SchvBrzschild-

de Sitter metric cannot be directly used in the ground state proposal

of Hartle and Hawking, because after the Wick rotation this form becomes
3

a non-compact Euclidean metric on RXS . Therefore, we should first find

an available Euclidean form from Schwarzschild-de Sitter metric.

The static form of Lorentzian Schwarzschild-de Sitter metric is

(i)

1^ A/3

which becomes the static form of the de Sitter metric if r =0. In comoving
3

coordinates the de Sitter metric can be written as follows:

(2)

By the transformation of Wick rotation t —i i f and t-»t-|"-^- > the

Z
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de Sitter metric can be written as

(3)

which is flu. Euclidean geometry on S .

In principle, by the same method one can find an Euclidean geometry
4

on S form the Lorentzian Schwarzschild-de Sitter metric, but it is

very complicated. This problem can be simplified by solving the Einstein

equation for the following Euclidean metric ',

*« H ' 1

(4)

In tetrad formulism the Ricci tensor of metric (4) is given by

(5)

in which we take H=l. The Einstein equation has the form of H =3 J
ab Gab

From R1?=0 one finds

6 = ot (IT)

(6)

Substituting eq.(6) into R =3, we have

Integrating eq.(7) for r, one finds

C C1

a
in which r is a integral 'constant1, Eq.(a) hasjjsolution for f as

follows

(7)

(8)
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1 TV/
- c ~ /c

(9)

a(r) is also a integral 'constant'. From R
1 : L

= R
2

-2 a " 1 + c"2r i- c* - (-§•)* j =

R,Q"
3> w e h a v e

33

or

= I- cur)

in getting the last expression we already used eqs.(8) and (9).

Without any loss of generality one can take a{r) = r. , then we

have a final solution as

{10)

in which r ia the smaller root of the following equation of c:

(12)

_

Obviously, in the case of r = 0 , the metric (11) becomes the de Sitter

one.

In semiclassical approximation the wave function is given by Y = /\ £

in which T is the action for a classical solution with the required form

on the boundary of a compact 4-dinensional manifold and A is a slowly

variable functional with respect to classical solutions.

To obtain the wave function of the Schwarzschild-de Sitter solution,

we need to evaluate the action for ( U ) . The result ia

< term- I ~ fjf t ft ~
+ 2

(13)



In which the integration of r covers from r = j3(r /2) ' to 1. r
min ' s min

is determined by eq.(12).

In the first order approximation of ̂ , one can find from eq.(ll)

that

(14)

Therefore, in this approximation, the action (13) can be expressed as

- 1 = - 1 . +ns,i-u

(15)

where

•53 * " ^ i r S « T

= •j
(16)

and

D - f

F« (17)

u -

Eqs.(15) - (17) are valid in the range of a = H sint ̂  H or Ha ̂  1.

The classical era of the universe corresponds to the range of Ha ̂ 1 , in

which a is the radius of the universe. The wave function in the range Ha>

can be found by the joint condition of WKB method.

The formation of black hole is described by the behaviour of the wave

function with respect to r , TP (r ), which is shown in Fig.I. We can see

from Fig.l that the amplitude of the wave function decreases quickly with

the increase of r_. This may shov that a black hol^ cannot form with

considerable size in the beginning of the universe.

The dominant term ifi W (r ) is

(18)
-3

where S = ̂ -^- Ha . Therefore, the average of r is about S , Considering

2 25 J 3 5
H X = 1 and dimensional Schwarzschild radius of the black hole to be

P _!
equal to r H , one finally finds the average of r as

3 -*. ^

(19)

Eq.(19) i s valid in both cases of Ha^l and Ha>l.
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Figure caption.

Flg.l The wave function of the SchwarzschiId-de Sitter universe

a function of the radius of black hole.
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